Connexall Releases Version 7.0 of Industry-Leading Software
Platform
New and Improved Features Ensuring Better and Safer Patient Care

Boulder, CO and Toronto, ON (March 1, 2016). Connexall, Category Leader for Alarm Management
in the 2015/2016 Best in KLAS: Software and Services report, is pleased to announce the release
of Version 7.0 of its award-winning Connexall software suite. Connexall Version 7.0 offers new
and improved ways to better care for patients.
Highlighted clinical features include: expanded patient monitoring integrations; ability to
dispatch alerts to the closest caregiver, and to suppress secondary notifications when the
caregiver is at the bedside both using Connexall-patented technology; and multi-parameter based
smart alarms utilizing clinical analytics and customer-configurable algorithms.
Enhanced product features include: improved reporting with the ability to add searchable and
sortable tags to every event handled by the system, all customizable to a facility’s parameters;
streaming live vitals directly to a caregiver’s mobile device when an alarm is triggered; and
upgraded event handling and escalation plus new building management system capabilities.
Improved safety and security features include: auto escalations to ensure no alarms go
unattended; and TLS 1.2/AES 256 data encryption implemented between all of the
communication channels implemented in the software
“We are delighted to release our seventh generation platform incorporating patented innovations
that make use of location services, substantially enhanced reporting capabilities, and smartalarming based on If-then-else data correlation.” stated John Elms, Connexall president. “While
others speak of possibilities, Connexall continues to deliver market-leading innovations that
improve patient outcomes every day.” Continued Elms.

About Connexall
Connexall, ranked number one and named Category Leader in the 2015/2016 Best in KLAS
awards, is an enterprise-grade alarm management and event notification platform that delivers
hospital-wide interoperability to people, systems, tasks, and devices. Its capabilities act as a
backbone for clinical workflow, communicating the right information to the right person, at the
right time, on the right device. Based on more than 20 years of R&D efforts, the Class II medical
device software is completely vendor-neutral and device-agnostic. Connexall has offices in Canada,
the United States, Brazil, Portugal and Hong Kong and works with well over a thousand of the
world’s most renowned and progressive hospitals and health systems. For more information
please visit www.connexall.com.
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